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Heels always fascinate women, and if they are designed with glitter, then it can stop the heartbeat of heel lovers. Kate Middleton is among those heel lovers, and her collection can take away your breath. The most lovable things that about Kate Middleton is her sense of fashion. She perfectly manages to balance class with glam. Whether it’s wearing a minimalist dress paired with blingy accessories, or whether wearing a printed floral number paired with neutral pumps, it’s quite safe to say Kate Middleton knows how to complete her outfit like a pro.




There are many incidents when she has proven her fashion sense. There is one incident when the Duchess of Cambridge arrived at Noel Coward Theatre in London to watch a charity performance organized by The Royal Foundation, it’s no surprise that she made one hell of an entrance.




Kate was seen wearing a bespoke navy colored Eponine London midi coat dress with a V-neckline, jewel button embellishments, and three-quarter sleeves.




True to form, the outfit wasn’t just about the dress. Her outfit was complete with statement accessories that included a blingy bag that perfectly matches her sapphire engagement ring from Princess Diana(though the Princess Diana ring was initially meant for Megan Markle, wife of Prince Harry).




The favorite element in her outfit for us was her heels. Supporting the glitzy theme outfit came these TDF Jimmy choo pumps that just added to the princess vibes:







Seriously, if Cinderella had to choose a pair of pumps to replace her glass slipper(though we guess, (they’ll be very uncomfortable), we’re in no doubt that she would go for these beautiful Jimmy Choo pumps.




For the people looking to get themselves the same outfit as Kate, well, it’s quite hard given that it was bespoke design. But you can get your hands on those shoes, yes you heard that right! Jimmy Choo makes Kate’s exact shoes, and yes, they’re currently for sale too. So, don’t wait, go get one for yourself before they go out of stock?




About Kate Middleton




Kate Middleton‘s full name is Catherine Elizabeth Middleton, she was born on January 9, 1982, and she is a member of the British royal family. Her husband, Prince William, the Duke of Cambridge, is expected to become the next king of the United Kingdom and 15 other commonwealth nations, making her most likely to become the future Queen of the United Kingdom.




She spent her childhood in Chapel Row, a village near Berkshire England. She majored in Art & history at the University of St Andrews Scotlands, where she met Prince William back in 2001. They got engaged in the month of November 2010, and they got married on April 29, 2011, at Westminster Abbey. Kate and William’s children, Prince Geroge, Princess Charlotte, and Prince Louis of Cambridge, are 3rd, 4th, and 5th in the tradition of succession to the Commonwealth throne.




The future Queen is quite active in charity works, and her charity work mainly focuses on issues around young children, Art, and addiction. The media have called Catherine’s impact on American and British fashion as the “Kate Middleton effect.” In the year 2012 and 2013, she was among the Time magazine’s 100 Most influential People in the World.
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